
Ventilation without draught
“I focused on getting a ventilation system which eliminates draught around the openings to the outdoor area. 
If draft occurs in this area then the animals only reluctantly pass through the openings. DACS solved thisas 
well as the issues of draught and uncontrolled loss of heat through the openings. The ventilation system aer-
ates the pigs’ resting area with temperate, dry air and at a relatively high air speed. This keeps the resting ar-
ea dry and removes pollutants such as CO2”.

Clean, calm pigs
“Pigs are sensitive animals and it is very easy to see if anything in their environment is out of balance. They 
get nervous and aggressive and often start to soil where they normally do not. Thus the pigs’ behavior is a 
good guideline of the conditions in the pig house. The pigs in my DACS house are clean and calm, the floors 
are dry and daily gain is absolutely acceptable”. 

I am satisfied
“To me the fact that the animals choose to stay indoor even in good weather is a proof that the ventilation sys-
tem creates a really good climate in my pig house. As a matter of fact the air in the pig house is so good that 
I do not smell of pig after my daily work in the house. This is another good evidence of the system’s ability to 
ventilate the house. I am satisfied, Urs Berger says.
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Urs Berger is the second generation on his 250 acres farm in the village Oberbottigen in Switzerland. 
In 2013 he installed a DACS ventilation system in a new 1000 finisher unit. The pigs have access to an 
outdoor area. Nevertheless they often choose to stay indoor - thanks to the very constant movement 
of preheated air in the house. 

No smell of pig after my daily 
work in the DACS house 


